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Release Date:  2/17/2021 

 
 

Symptom/Vehicle Issue: Service Air Suspension Message On Cluster With DTC’s 

C15D9-00 C15A1-00 
 

Customer Complaint/Technician Observation: Customer may complain of the air 
suspension system not moving and a service air suspension message on the cluster. 
DTC’s set may be C15D9-00 low air mass, and C15A1-00 unable to obtain desired ride 
height. 
 
 
 
 

Discussion: Perform a visual inspection of air line routing. Gently tug on the air lines 
by hand to feel if the air line is trapped or pinched by the drivers A Pillar body mount. If 
the line is found to be pinched, inspect the line for being crushed (Fig 1). Voss line 
repair fitting 68084816AA can be used for small areas of damage. 
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LF air suspension line at A Pillar. 


